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Задание №1

Прочитайте статью и ответьте на вопросы.

 

WorldSkills Competition

WorldSkills or WorldSkills Competition is the global "skills olympics". It is a world-class competition for
youth from 17 to 22 yrs to demonstrate their excellence in skilled professions. The aims of the
competition include demonstrating the advantages of learning a vocational skill, and encouraging 'parity
of esteem' between vocational and academic qualificationsThe competition, held in a member country
every two years is promoted and managed by WorldSkills International formerly known as the
International Vocation Training Organization. Founded in 1950, WorldSkills is the lead global authority
for skilled profession development, setting an international standard for excellence in trades, skilled
professions and high technology. We promote skilled careers in 72 WorldSkills Member countries, all
working with youth, educators, governments, and industries to help prepare the workforce and talent of
today for the jobs of the future. WorldSkills brings together youth, industries and educators to teach youth
the professional skills and show them how to become the best in the skill of their choice. From traditional
crafts to multidisciplinary occupations in the field of industry and services, supported by partners,
industries, governments, volunteers and educational institutions, WorldSkills has a direct impact on the
growth of professional skills in the world.

Today, the WorldSkills Competition is the world’s famous and largest competition of its kind, which
brings together young skilled workers and university and vocational school students up to 22 years old*
as competitors, as well as leading professionals, specialists and mentors as competition experts.

The WorldSkills Championships occur every two years in different countries and is the biggest vocational
education and skills excellence event in the world that truly reflects global industry. Competitors
represent the best of their peers and are selected from skills competitions in WorldSkills Member
countries. They demonstrate their technical competence and abilities both individually and collectively to
execute specific tasks for which they study and/or perform in their workplace. Their success or failure
witnesses not only their personal professional qualities, but also the level of training in the country they
represent, and the general level of quality of services in the participants’ homeland.

 



1. When was WorldSkills Competition founded?

2. What are the main aims of the competition?

3. Who can participate in WS?

4. How many countries are members of the WorldSkills Competition?

5. How often is the WS Competition held?
Оценка Показатели оценки

3 Количество правильных ответов 3

4 Количество правильных ответов 4

5 Количество правильных ответов 5

Задание №2

· Составь мини диалог

Прочитай фразы. Подбери к каждой фразе подходящую ответную реплику. 

 - (1)...

 - Hello, Suzan. Of course, I would. I have never been there. There are a lot of places of interest in
Washington, aren’t there?

·- (2)...

-- You know, the Washington Memorial is of special interest to me.

·- (3)...

 - His memory is highly respected in the USA. It was he who freed the slaves and saved the nation in the
Civil War.

·-(4)...

Ответные реплики:

(a) - Yes, sure. What places would you like to see?

(b) - Good! Let's visit it on Saturday.

(c) - Hello, Ann. Would you like to visit the USA?

(d) - As for me, the Lincoln Memorial appeals to me more.
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Оценка Показатели оценки

3 Количество правильно указанных реплик 2

4 Количество правильно указанных реплик 3

5 Количество правильно указанных реплик 4

Задание №3

Закончи предложение. 

 1. The USA president`s official residence is……….
 a) the Capitol b) the Westminster Palace

 c) 10 Downing street d) the White House

 

 2. The head of the USA is………….

 a) President b) queen

 c) Prime Minister d) king

 

 3. The capital of the USA is …………

 a) New York b) San Francisco

 c) Washington d) Los Angeles

 

 4. The Native Americans were .......
 a) British b) Indians

 c)Americans d) Germans

 

 5. Which American state was the last to acquire “state” status?

 a)Texas b) Columbia

 c) Hawaii d) California
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Оценка Показатели оценки

3 Количество правильно указанных соответствий 3

4 Количество правильно указанных соответствий 4

5 Количество правильно указанных соответствий 5

Задание №4

Выбери подходящее по смыслу слово: 

Computer, media, TV, newspapers, entertainment.  

 

 Technology continues to change the (1)______. Computers are already revolutionizing the printing
process. (2)______users also have access to on-line (3)_______for up-to-the-minute information on
general or specialized subjects. Cables and satellites are expanding ТV. Already half of American homes
subscribe to cable (4)_______ , which broadcasts dozens of channels providing information and
entertainment of every kind.

 
Оценка Показатели оценки

3 Количество правильных ответов 3

4 Количество правильных ответов 4

5 Количество правильных ответов 5
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